






















High ground  
In 1700, Japanese villagers used a timeless tactic for surviving tsunamis.

高台へ

MIYAKO WEATHER STATION in 1960 stood on low ground in Kuwagasaki 
(map, p. 49).  The station report is in Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) (1961, 
p. 232-233).  JMA Sendai had authority to issue a warning; JMA Miyako did not.  

THE MARIGRAM was recorded by the Miyako tide gauge, Kuwagasaki (JMA, 
1961, p. 271; map, p. 49).  There, 1960 mean sea level stood 0.1 m above a 
national vertical datum, TP (Tokyo Peil).  Though the marigram shows the tsunami 
cresting 1.2 m above TP (JMA, 1961, p. 34), a high-water line 2.4 m above TP 
was observed on a warehouse near the gauge (p. 49).  For details on forerunner 
waves of the 1960 tsunami, see Nakamura and Watanabe (1961); on damping of 
tsunamis by tide gauges, Satake and others (1988).

savvy villagers fled to high ground during a tsunami that 
originated not far from where the North America signs stand.  
Going to hills probably prevented casualties at Kuwagaski; all 
its villagers escaped injury despite a sea flood that destroyed 
13 houses and set off a fire that burned 20 more.  Miho’s 
headman advised the elderly and children to go to a shrine on 
the area’s highest ground.

1960 tsunami
As a precaution against the incoming tsunami from Chile, 
local police and firemen began evacuating low-lying parts of 
Kuwagasaki at 4:05 a.m. on May 24, 1960.  This action 
anticipated, by an hour, a tsunami warning from the regional 
headquarters of the Japan Meteorological Agency, in Sendai.  
The local officials used tips like these, which weather 
observers received at JMA’s station in Kuwagasaki:

3:30....Chilean tsunami in Hawaii (source:  radio news)
3:40....Surge at Norinowaki (fishermen’s association)
3:49....High water in Ötsuchi (town officials)
3:55....High water near Kuwagasaki (local resident)

Soon after 4:13 sunrise, with the local evacuation 
underway, JMA observers in Kuwagasaki saw the sea 
withdraw.  By then, they had received a further inquiry from 
the fishermen’s association and official calls from Miyako 
and Yamada.  By 4:30, the sea had flooded a pier in 
Kuwagasaki and a wave had been reported from Tarö.

Forerunner waves prompted the 3:40 report from 
Norinowaki.  Such advance notice of the 1960 Chile tsunami 
registered on 27 Japanese tide gauges.  Did forerunners 
similarly warn of the 1700 Cascadia tsunami in Japan?
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HAMAGUCHI GORYÖ, who founded Hiro’s first public school in 1852, 
underwrote the village’s recovery from the 1854 disaster (Tsumura, 1991; 
Shimizu, 1996).  Drawing on proceeds from his family’s soy-sauce business 
(today’s Yamasa brand), he employed villagers to rebuild 50 houses and to replace 
the seawalls being overwashed in the painting, above.  His wall, still standing, 
rises 5 m and extends 0.6 km.  Hiro village is now the town of Hirogawa.

THE PAINTING above, courtesy of Yögen temple in Hirogawa, portrays Goryö’s 
fires as numerous and widely dispersed in rice paddies being covered by the 
tsunami of December 24, 1854.  The artist, Furuta Shöemon (also known as Furuta 
Eisho), witnessed the tsunami in adjoining Yuasa village (Shimizu, 2003).
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The tsunami began off Chile nearly 24 hours before reaching Japan.   

04004:00

Surge reported 3:40

Sendai warning 
received 5:15

Evacuation begins 4:05

Tide-gauge record Forerunners

1700 tsunami
A curling wave chases a fleeing 
figure on roadside signs in 
Washington, Oregon, and 
California.  In Sumatra in 2004, 
how many lives would such 
signs have saved?  

In Japan in 1700, tsunami-

1854 tsunami
Hamaguchi Gohei, a village elder, knows “all the traditions of 
the coast.”  One autumn evening, high above the seaside 
village that he heads, the old man feels an earthquake “not 
strong enough to frighten anybody.”  Soon the sea withdraws 
in a “monstrous ebb.”  As unknowing villagers flock to the 
beach, Gohei torches his rice harvest—“most of his invested 
capital.”  The villagers rush uphill to fight the fire.  Their 
headman’s selfless ruse has saved them from a tsunami.  

As “Inamura no hi” (“The rice-sheaf fire”), this story 
first appeared in a Japanese grade-school reader in 1937 (p. 
113) and later appeared in video (p. 115-121).  As “The 
Wave,” an American children’s book, the tale similarly 
became a video sent to hundreds of schools in the 1990s for 
tsunami education in British Columbia, Washington, Oregon, 
and California.  As public art inscribed in stone in Seattle, a 
“true story” tells of “an old farmer in Japan who saved an 
entire village from destruction by a tidal wave.”
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THE HIGHWAY SIGN, designed in Oregon in the late 1990s, was adopted as an 
international symbol in 2003 (http://ioc3.unesco.org/itic/contents.php?id=71).  

QUOTES are from Morioka-han “Zassho” (p. 38-39, columns 2-3) and “Miho-
mura yöji oboe” (p. 79, columns 6-7).
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ELIZA RUHAMAH SCIDMORE, in the September 1896 National Geographic, 
reported that people shouted “Tsunami!” as they ran to high ground during the 
1896 disaster (http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/1896/09/japan-
tsunami/scidmore-text). Hearn’s (1987) “A living god,” quoted above, contains the 
earliest use of tsunami cited in the Oxford English Dictionary.  

“INAMURA NO HI” remained, until 1947, in a national reader for students 10-11 
years old (p. 113).  Nakai Tsunezö, a grade-school teacher, wrote this adaptation.  
Hodges (1964) similarly made “A living god” into “The wave.”  Ellen Ziegler, 
with a 1987 grant from the Seattle Arts Commission, inscribed the tale on tablets 
fronting Jefferson Park fire station. 

The story, timeless as a cautionary tale about natural 
tsunami warnings, originated in 1897 as “A living god” by 
Lafcadio Hearn.  Hearn blended two 19th-century disasters:  
Honshu’s giant waves of 1896 (p. 41), whose parent 
earthquake was weak; and a tsunami evacuation a half century 
earlier in the southwest Honshu village of Hiro.  On the night 
of December 24, 1854, 34-year-old Hamaguchi Goryö lit 
rice-straw fires in Hiro during a tsunami that shortly followed 
a violent earthquake of estimated magnitude 8.5.  Lost that 
night in Hiro were 36 lives and 158 of 374 houses.  Goryö 
himself nearly drowned.

Hamaguchi Goryö’s rice-straw fires in Hiro village 
beckoned villagers well-rehearsed in seeking high ground.  
As a precaution against tsunamis, Hiro had already evacuated 
twice in 1854—after earthquakes on July 9 and December 23.  
Goryö’s beacons on December 24, depicted below, are said to 
have guided nine persons to safety.
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